NEW YORK STATE PAVILION - CIVIC HUB

A MULTI-PURPOSE SPACE THAT IS BASED ON COMMUNITY PRIORITIES AND INPUT. A SPACE THAT SUPPORTS EXISTING NYC PARKS PROGRAMS & OTHER NYC PROGRAMS, SUCH AS THE DEPT. OF AGING, SENIOR FITNESS, FIT NYC, QUEENS READS, PARKS AFTER SCHOOL, PARK KIDS NYC, THEN PROGRAMS, LITERACY PROGRAMS, COMPUTER RESOURCE CENTERS. SPACE TO SUPPORT AN ART PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, SUPPORTING LOCAL ARTISTS, W/ STUDIO SPACE, GALLERY SPACE & AN OUTDOOR SCULPTURE/FITNESS PARK. AN EVENT SPACE FOR CULTURAL EVENTS/COMMUNITY EVENTS, PUBLIC EVENTS, ART/CRAFTS BOOK FAIRS & BEVERAGE FESTIVALS. SPACE THAT SUPPORTS COMMUNITY GARDENS, GROW NYC, SCHOOL GARDENS, SPACE FOR VENDORS.

ROOF TERRACE

GROUND LEVEL

COMMUNITY GARDENS/GROW NYC, SCHOOL GARDENS & FOOD MARKET PROVIDERS

LEGEND

PUBLIC SPACE
SUPPORT SPACE FOR PROGRAMS & VENDORS
VERTICAL CIRCULATION
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY PAVILION

VIEWING TOWERS

QUEENS READS, LIBRARY & VIEWING TOWERS

SHUTTLE FROM LOCAL COMMUNITY CENTERS, SENIOR CENTERS

RESTORED NY PAVILION W/Glass DOME/atrium over event space and glass red/white tone storefront JAMEL GAUNTS, MA